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Introduction

• Recap what has been said

– Bits and pieces

– Automation of obsolete workflows

– Narrow stakeholder viewpoints

– No clear outcomes

– Money spent – the users’ money!
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Introduction

• New “Stakeholder” attitude among IPOs

– The system is now global

– Discussions have taken on a new, all- 
encompassing, user-centric focus

– Focus on promoting innovation and job 
growth
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Introduction

• Quality

– Current “quality” discussions

– European viewpoints 

– Worksharing advantage of the Global 
Dossier

– Transparency
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The Global Dossier Environment

• IP5 WG2 focused mainly on the examiners’ 
toolset

• Global Dossier considers all stakeholders

• Realignment of IT efforts and inclusion of 
WIPO

– Assistance to smaller offices
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The Global Dossier Environment

• New look at work streams

– Reduce duplication

– Increase efficiencies

– Prevent inadvertent loss of rights
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Global Dossier Video

• Purpose

– Convey the concept

– Start discussion among stakeholders

– Sell the concept as a clear path to a desired end 
state

• Content

– Demonstrates potential features and functions in a 
conceptual manner

– No suggestion of actual design or development 
activities
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Global Dossier Video

• Results - Success!

– Quickly endorsed by the IP5 Heads of Office

– Extremely positive responses from the 
communities of users

– Continued use as a vehicle for discussion and for 
any new ideas
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What we are Doing

• WIPO on board as full partner in the initiative

• Task Force for gathering user requirements forming 
soon with participants from:

– IP5 Offices

– WIPO

– IP5 Industry

• Realignment of IP5 and other IT efforts

• Technical analyses under way at IP5 Offices
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Arigatō!

ありがとう
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